Carrier density and light helicity dependence of photocurrent in mono- and bilayer graphene
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Abstract

Helicity-dependent photocurrent in monolayer graphene has been the subject of intense debate, and has recently been ascribed to photon drag and circular photogalvanic effects. Unlike inversion symmetric monolayer graphene with no band gap, the most stable case of two-layer graphene, AB-stacked bilayer graphene, has broken inversion symmetry and can have a band gap upon electrical gating. Here we report the experimental determination of the photocurrent response of mono- and bilayer graphene as a function of light polarization, as well as carrier density and polarity. The mono- and bilayer graphene data show qualitative features in common with the photocurrent contribution that is expected to arise from the photon drag effect. On the other hand, the photocurrent due to the circular photogalvanic effect in bilayer (monolayer) graphene has asymmetric (symmetric) dependence on carrier density, which is attributed to particle-hole asymmetry.
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1. Introduction

Research in graphene optoelectronics is one of the fastest developing platforms for studying light–matter interaction [1]. Beyond the active research into the new fundamental aspects of this and related systems [2], the unique optical and electronic properties of graphene can be employed in numerous applications, such as highly sensitive bolometers [3], photodetectors, plasmonic or photovoltaic devices [4, 5], which leverage photo-induced thermal and electronic effects. The characteristics of photocurrent (PC) in graphene have been extensively studied, resorting to different types of devices and configurations, such as p-n junctions [6–8] or metal/graphene interfaces [9]. By tuning light frequency and pulse widths in addition to varying source–drain and gate voltages, it is possible to distinguish the thermoelectric, photovoltaic, and bolometric effects in the observed photoconductivity [10]. The state of polarization adds another dimension to the parameter space available to control the PC; understanding its effect and how to harness its consequences is crucial for photonic device concepts.

The non-linear DC electrical response of electrons to the light field can be generically written, to second order, as

\[ \mathbf{j}_\alpha(q=0) = S_{\alpha\beta} \frac{E_{\gamma}^* E_{\gamma}}{2} + A_{\alpha\beta} \frac{E_{\gamma} E_{\gamma}^* - E_{\gamma}^* E_{\gamma}}{2}. \]  

(1a)
\[ j_{\alpha}(q=0) = S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} q_{\beta} \frac{E_\alpha^* E_\gamma + E_\gamma^* E_\alpha}{2} + A_{\alpha \beta \gamma} q_{\beta} \frac{E_\alpha^* E_\gamma - E_\gamma^* E_\alpha}{2}, \]  

where \( S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \) (\( S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \)) and \( A_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \) \((A_{\alpha \beta \gamma})\) are symmetric and anti-symmetric tensors of rank three (four) [11]. Here \( q \) is the momentum of light and equations (1a) and (1b) describe cases without and with transfer of momentum from incident photons to excited carriers, respectively. The splitting of the quadratic response as symmetric and antisymmetric is advantageous because (i) the anti-symmetric combination of fields in the second term is directly proportional to the degree of circular polarization of the incoming light, and (ii) the symmetric and anti-symmetric character of these tensors assists in identifying which terms survive for a given point symmetry of the target system. This current is strongly dependent on the polarization and orientation of the incoming radiation, and effects such as the photogalvanic effect (PGE) and the photon drag effect (PDE), are intrinsically associated with specific polarization states [12] (for example, the so-called linear PDE, circular PDE, linear PGE, and circular PGE). The motivation for making this distinction among the various contributions to the PC explicitly lies in the distinct signatures that they display, namely a symmetry/anti-symmetry with the inversion of helicity for linear and circular contributions to PC, respectively. Whether such quadratic response terms are permitted is determined microscopically—\\( C_6D^g \) when \( C_6D^g \) graphene is placed on a substrate. This behaviour can be probed by measuring the PC as a function of the polarization of the incident light, which can be readily achieved by passing linearly polarized light through a quarter wave plate \((\lambda/4 \text{ plate})\). The plate’s optical axis with respect to the incoming linear polarization, \( \varphi \), defines the helicity of the outgoing light, afterwards directed at the sample. Expressing the electric field amplitudes in equation (1) (in terms of this quarter-wave plate angle \( \varphi \), the PC \( j_\alpha \) can be cast generically as

\[
\begin{align*}
    j_\alpha &= (C_{\text{LPGE}} + C_{\text{LPDE}}) \sin 2\varphi + (L_{\text{LPGE}} + L_{\text{LPDE}}) \sin 4\varphi \\
    &+ (L_{\text{CPGE}} + L_{\text{CPDE}}) \cos 4\varphi + (D_{\text{LPGE}} + D_{\text{LPDE}} + D_{\text{NP}}),
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

This expression encodes the most general dependence of the PC on the polarization state arising from equation (1), and defines the so-called linear PGE \((L_{\text{LPGE}} \text{ and } L_{\text{LPDE}})\)—LPGE, linear PDE \((L_{\text{LPDE}} \text{ and } L_{\text{LPDE}})\)—LPDE, circular PGE \((C_{\text{LPGE}})\)—CPGE, and circular PDE \((C_{\text{LPDE}})\)—CPDE contributions to the PC. The last term in equation (1) has three components: the first two are due to PGE or PDE, \( D_{\text{LPGE}} \) and \( D_{\text{LPDE}} \) and the last one, \( D_{\text{NP}} \), arises from polarization-independent effects. All the polarization-dependent PC contributions in equation (2) can be given as follows: \( C_{\text{LPGE}}(L_{\text{LPGE}}) = I \int_{\text{CPGE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) and \( C_{\text{LPDE}}(L_{\text{LPDE}}) = I \int_{\text{CPDE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \), where \( I \) is the light intensity \((E^2)\). \( L_{\text{LPGE}}(L_{\text{LPDE}}) \) can be expressed similar to \( L_{\text{CPGE}}(L_{\text{CPDE}}) \).

Here, \( I \int_{\text{CPGE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) \( I \int_{\text{CPDE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) and \( I \int_{\text{CPDE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) and \( I \int_{\text{CPDE}}(\theta, \varphi, \alpha, \beta, \gamma) \) are the functions with angle of incidence \( \theta \) (this partly comes from the electric field unit vector direction depending on the transmission coefficients for linear polarization based on Fresnel’s formula [11]) and the tensor components of \( S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \) and \( S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \) \((S_{\alpha \beta \gamma} \text{ and } S_{\alpha \beta \gamma})\) dependencies for the CPGE \((L_{\text{LPGE}})\) and the CPDE \((L_{\text{LPDE}})\) currents. All these are a purely geometric consequence of equation (1) and, hence, hold independently of the microscopic details at play determining the PC components. These can be readily identified through their different periodicity on the angle \( \varphi \), and the explicit functions based on the incidence angles and tensor components are omitted for ease of notation. For longitudinal PC—where the incident plane is parallel to the current direction—all \( C_\gamma \) terms and all \( L_1 \) terms are negligible and all \( L_2 \) and all \( D \) are the major components; for transverse PC—where the incident plane is perpendicular to the current direction—all \( L_2 \) and all \( D \) are negligible and all \( C_\gamma \) and all \( L_4 \) are the major components. The absence (presence) of \( C_\gamma \) in longitudinal (transverse) PC is in agreement with the expectation from the phenomenology, which is based on the geometry of impinging light with the polarized state and point symmetry.

At energies near the charge neutrality point (CNP), the elementary electronic excitations in an atomically thin monolayer graphene (1LG) behave as massless Dirac fermions, characterized by a Berry phase of \( \pi \) as observed in the anomalous quantum Hall effect [13]. The absence of a band gap in the electronic spectrum of 1LG limits its direct utilization in many electronic applications that rely on the semiconducting characteristics of the underlying material. This limitation can be overcome, in principle, with 2LG since a band gap can be opened and tuned by driving a potential difference between the two layers [14–16]. This electrostatic breaking of the layer symmetry can be achieved with chemical doping [17], a direct utilisation of independent top and bottom gates [18–21], or a combination of both [16], and thus a continuously tunable bandgap of up to 250 meV can be obtained. Electrons in 2LG have intrinsically different properties than 1LG, such as the different energy–momentum relation, \( E_p = p^2/2m \) with effective mass \( m \), different chirality, and a different Berry phase of \( 2\pi \) [22, 23].

In this work, we experimentally identify the conventional contributions to the PC that are due to the linear and circular components of light impinging on a globally back-gated 1LG and 2LG. We distinguish these contributions from their characteristic dependence on the polarization state, and characterize their sensitivity to the carrier density that can be varied by the field effect. The PC contributions are symmetric.
with respect to the time-reversal change sign at the CNP for both 1LG and 2LG, as expected. However, for 2LG, our measurement results are seen to be best fitted with the inclusion of an additional term which has \( \cos \varphi \) dependence, which cannot be explained in terms of quadratic response theory up to second order.

2. Materials and methods

Monolayer and bilayer graphene flakes were prepared by mechanical cleavage from highly ordered pyrolytic graphite and transferred onto a SiO\(_2\) (300 nm)/Si wafer. The 300 nm thickness of the oxide enhanced the visual contrast in order to locate the graphene through an optical microscope and to estimate its layer number. Graphene thicknesses were confirmed by Raman measurements. The flakes were then processed into devices by standard e-beam lithography techniques and deposition of Ti (5 nm)/Au (75 nm) contacts for electrical and PC measurements.

The PC is measured at room temperature by the illumination of graphene and bilayer graphene devices under a continuous wave laser with \( h\omega = 2.33 \text{ eV} \) and a focus spot 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) wide. A schematic diagram of the setup is given in figure 1(a). The linearly polarized laser beam is chopped at a frequency of 137 Hz before passing through a \( \lambda/4 \) retarder, and is subsequently directed obliquely (incidence angle \( \theta \)) towards the sample in such a way as to keep the spot center aligned with the geometrical center of the sample. The PC at the chopping frequency is measured with a lock-in amplifier. This experimental setup allows one to continuously vary the helicity of the radiation reaching the device by rotating the wave plate, and we use the angle \( \varphi \) between the plate’s fast axis and the initial linear polarization as the parameter that identifies a particular helicity.

Light impinges on the sample at a constant \( \theta = 50^\circ \) oblique incidence and the current is measured perpendicularly to the plane of incidence. An electric field is applied perpendicularly via a global back-gate provided by the doped-Si portion of the substrate, which allows variation of the carrier density by the field effect. The sample preparation was done as described previously elsewhere [24]. The AB stacking of the 2LG sample as well as the layer thickness of 1LG and 2LG were confirmed by Raman spectroscopy [25]. Figures 1(b) and (c) show that the measured PC varies linearly with laser intensity, for 1LG and 2LG, respectively. This linear dependence of the photocurrent arises from the quadratic response to the electromagnetic field. All the measurements discussed below are performed at a constant intensity of 8 W cm\(^{-2}\).

3. Results and discussion

We want to emphasize that where our work differs from previous light helicity-dependent photocurrent studies of graphene is the photon energy of 2.33 eV that we use, unlike the previous body of work focused on terahertz frequencies, with energies less than 200 meV [26–32]. Particularly in the far infrared range of 10–20 meV, the CPDE term becomes more important than the CPGE term [27, 28]. However the CPDE term is suppressed in our measurements. Also, both 1LG and 2LG are centrosymmetric, which means that the LPGE and D\(_{\text{PGE}}\) are not expected. Therefore, we only consider C\(_{\text{PGE}}\), L\(_{1}\)PDE, L\(_{2}\)PDE, D\(_{\text{PDE}}\), and D\(_{NP}\). Since D\(_{\text{PDE}}\) contains an L\(_2\), related contribution, from now on for simplicity we label C\(_{\text{PGE}}\) as C\(_1\), L\(_{1}\)PDE as L\(_1\), L\(_{2}\PDE\) + D\(_{\text{PDE}}\) as L\(_2\), and D\(_{NP}\) as D. Then we can re-write equation (2) as

\[
\dot{I}_i = C_1 \sin 2\varphi + L_1 \sin 4\varphi + L_2 \cos 4\varphi + D. \tag{3}
\]

The photocurrent of 1LG and 2LG devices are measured as depicted in figures 2(a)–(d), respectively. The PC data are plotted in the transverse (perpendicular to the incidence plane) and longitudinal (parallel to the incidence plane) geometries, as shown in the inset of figures 2(a), (c) and (b), (d), respectively. The PC data points represented by black circles can be fitted by the phenomenological formula expressed by equation (3), where C\(_1\) is the PC component associated with the circular component of the incoming light, L\(_1\) and L\(_2\) with the linear components, and D represents the polarization-independent terms. The PC magnitude is in the sub nano-ampere range, and L\(_2\) and D are about
transverse geometry, the adjacent R-square values of the adjacent R-square (1LG) back-gate-dependent PC signals measured at resistance reaches its maximum value. The corresponding and has a CNP at around 20 and 32 V, respectively, where the magnitude of the transverse PC components (15) pA and 110 (260) pA for 1LG (2LG), respectively. In 1LG (2LG), the magnitude of the transverse PC components $C_1$, $L_2$, and $D$ are 2.5 (1.5) pA, 8 (15) pA, 105 (280) pA, respectively.

The fitting curve for 1LG in transverse geometry has an adjacent R-square (the value which indicates the compatibility of the fitting) of 0.93 (figure 2(b)). However, this value is 0.64 for 2LG, as seen in figure 2(d), implying that this fitting is not good and requires further attention. In fact, there is a clear deviation of the black data points from the blue curve, particularly at linearly ($\rightarrow$) polarized states $\varphi = 0^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $180^\circ$, and $270^\circ$ and at circularly polarized states $\varphi = 45^\circ$ (left-circularly polarized light, $\circ$), $\varphi = 135^\circ$ (right-circularly polarized light, $\cdot$), $\varphi = 225^\circ$ (\$), and $\varphi = 315^\circ$ ($\circ$).

To study this sensitivity of the PC to the character and density of the charge carriers, the same measurements are repeated at different back-gate voltages ($V_{bg}$). Figures 3(a) and (c) present the resistance as a function of the $V_{bg}$ characteristic of 1LG and 2LG, which is hole-doped at zero $V_{bg}$ and has a CNP at around 20 and 32 V, respectively, where the resistance reaches its maximum value. The corresponding back-gate-dependent PC signals measured at $\varphi = 0^\circ$ are shown in figures 3(b) and (d): they are characterized by a monotonic increase in magnitude from $V_{bg} \approx -50$ V to $V_{bg} \approx 5$ V (in this range the PC increases by 50 pA and 100 pA for 1LG and 2LG, respectively), followed by a fast decrease in magnitude and sign change at the CNP associated with the transition from hole to electron conduction. The gate voltage corresponding to zero PC coincides with the CNP extracted from the resistance characteristic. In the electron conduction regime, the PC slowly increases and saturates around 120 pA at $V_{bg} = 50$ V for 1LG, while a slow increase continues for 2LG, from their respective CNP. Unlike the symmetric behaviour of the PC magnitude versus back-gate voltage for 1LG with respect to the CNP, there is a noticeable asymmetry around CNP for 2LG. This large asymmetry arises from the polarization-independent term of the PC, as explained later.

With the ability to vary the back-gate voltage, the PC components $C_1$ and $L_2$ can be studied as a function of carrier sign and density, $n$. We carried out such a study by extracting the transverse PC $j_n(a, \varphi)$ in the full range of $\varphi$ and fitting to equation (3) for each density. In figures 4(a), (b) (figures 4(c), (d)), the CPGE current $C_1$ (the LPDE current $L_2$) as a function of selected $V_{bg}$s are plotted for 1LG and 2LG, respectively.
The fitting curves are the Fermi–Dirac functions and the physical interpretation can be understood as follows. At the microscopic level, the LPDE current can be characterized on general grounds in terms of the transition rate $M_{n,a}^q$ from an initial electronic state $a$ to a final state $b$ of the electron due to illumination with photons having wave vector $q$ and simultaneous scattering by impurities or phonons. The second-order DC response can be written as [11]

$$ j_{\text{LPDE}} = \frac{8\pi e}{\hbar} \sum_{a,b} |\mathcal{M}_{n,a}^q|^2 \times [f(\varepsilon_a) - f(\varepsilon_b)] \delta(\varepsilon_b - \varepsilon_a - \hbar \omega), $$

where $\nu$ is the magnitude of the electron velocity, $\tau(\varepsilon)$ the momentum relaxation time, and $f(\varepsilon)$ the Fermi–Dirac distribution function. In figures 4(c) and (d), we observe a step-like behaviour of the PC with respect to $V_{bg}$, i.e. with respect to the chemical potential of the device. For both 1LG and 2LG, $L_2$ exhibits a similar symmetric behaviour near the CNP, as seen in figures 4(c), (d). The $L_2$ fits well to a Fermi–Dirac function (the dashed curve), which shows saturation, on negative values of PC, at 10 (27) V and, on positive values of PC, at 30 (37) V for 1LG (2LG). For 1LG, the PC component $L_2$ symmetrically saturates at $-10$ pA and 10 pA (figure 4(c)), and $D$ saturates at $-100$ pA and 100 pA (figure 4(e)). For 2LG, the PC component $L_2$ symmetrically saturates at $-15$ pA and 15 pA (figure 4(d)), while the polarization-independent PC component $D$ has an offset in the fitting function and does not symmetrically saturate. It saturates at $-300$ pA under hole doping, as seen in figure 4(f), and is similar to the total PC amplitude behaviour previously shown in figure 3(d). Under electron doping, $D$ seems to saturate at 100 pA, although we cannot be definitive with regards to the behaviour here given that the CNP is relatively close to our operational maximum positive back-gate voltages. This asymmetry with respect to the CNP in the saturation values of PC for the PC component $D$ strengthens the hypothesis of graphene–substrate interaction, while the symmetry seen in the saturation of $L_2$ in the hole- and electron-doped regimes is consistent with the associated PC contribution arising from the PC due to light momentum transfer to the sample alone, which is related to particle-hole symmetry [27]. Indeed, the $D$ term is polarization independent and its nature is quite different from $L_2$, as is reflected in the saturation of the gate dependencies of $L_2$ and $D$. From the values of $L_2$ and $D$ deep in the electron and hole-doped regimes, we estimate that $D/L_2 \sim 20$ and 6 in the p-type and n-type 2LG sample, respectively, while this value is $\sim 10$ in both the p-type and n-type 1LG sample.

For the excitation energies used in our experiments and the proximity to the CNP, we expect the PC to be dominated by electronic processes in the vicinity of the $K$ and $-K$ points (or valleys) in the Brillouin zone. This is analogous to the spin-orientation-induced CPGE which takes place as a result of two different hole spin states in semiconductor quantum wells with $C_2$ symmetry [11]. In the present case, instead of spin states, there are two different valleys, which lead to a modified optical transition matrix for electron wave vector $k$ in the vicinity of $\pm K$, $M_{n,a}^{K,0}$, in equation (3). The PC
contribution due to the CPGE can then be expressed as [11]

\[
j_{\text{CPGE}} = \frac{8\pi e}{\hbar} \sum_{a,b} [\nu_b \tau(\varepsilon_b) - \nu_a \tau(\varepsilon_a)] |M_{ba}^{q=0}|^2 \\
\times \left[ f(\varepsilon_a) - f(\varepsilon_b) \right] \delta(\varepsilon_b - \varepsilon_a - \hbar \omega).
\] (5)

Without a detailed matrix analysis and a naive approach, \(|M_{ba}^{q=0}|^2\), which is due to direct interband transitions at the vicinity, is expected to be smaller than \(|M_{ba}^{i=0}|^2\), which is due to all transitions upon light momentum transfer. Therefore \(j_{\text{CPGE}}\) is expected to be smaller than \(j_{\text{LPDE}}\). In figure 4(a), the \(C_1\) term due to the CPGE is plotted as a function of \(V_{bg}\) for 1LG. The Fermi–Dirac fitting shows saturation on negative values of PC at \(-15\) V and it is about to saturate on positive values of PC at the maximum \(V_{bg}\). The PC component \(C_1\) seems to symmetrically saturate at \(-3\) pA and 3 pA. For the 2LG sample, the values fluctuate slightly for \(V_{bg} < 20\) V, but there is an increasing trend from 20 V to 50 V and the fitting function has an offset. A comparison of (b) and (d) in this figure shows that \(C_1\) is smaller than \(L_2\) by a factor of \(\sim 5\) in the hole-doped regime, and by \(\sim 2\) at the highest electron doping that we could achieve. The asymmetry in the \(V_{bg}\) dependence of the \(C_1\) term can be due to processes influenced by electron–hole asymmetry [33], as observed in figure 3(d).

Note that, while the LPDE in 2LG could be similar to that in 1LG, the CPGE is expected to be much larger in 2LG. This is because the CPGE requires a component of the electric field normal to the graphene layer (z direction), which is more efficient for 2LG, and for LPDE, the z-component of the electric field is in general not needed. However, there is no such pronounced enhancement of the CPGE in our data, which may be attributed to the low effective number of electrons per atom for polarization in the \(Oxy\) plane than for polarization in the \(z\) direction [34], or to the high excitation energy used. Nevertheless, for both 1LG and 2LG, PCs arising from the CPGE can, in principle, be enhanced with the integration of tailored plasmonic structures, as the higher absorption that they promote should lead to a more pronounced PC response [35].

**Figure 4.** Photocurrent contribution, the CPGE current \((C_1)\) and the LPDE current \((L_2)\) as a function of back-gate voltage for circularly polarized light propagating in the \(Oxz\) plane for both monolayer graphene (1LG) and bilayer graphene (2LG) samples. Circles represent the numerical value obtained from the data fitting similar to the one described in figure 2 at each back-gate voltage. In panels (a), (b), the CPGE current \((C_1)\) versus back-gate voltage for 1LG and 2G are given. In panels (c)-(d) the LPDE current \((L_2)\) versus back-gate voltage for 1LG and 2G are given. In panels (e), (f) the polarization-independent current \((D)\) versus back-gate voltage for 1LG and 2G are given. Error bars in the data points of \(C_1, L_2, D\) are determined from phenomenological fitting at each back-gate voltage. The dashed lines are the Fermi–Dirac functions that best fit the data.
into the phenomenological formula, the polarization dependence of the $E$ term in 1LG varies non-monotonically with the back-gate voltage $V_{bg}$. Around the charge neutrality point (CNP) at $V_{bg} \sim 0$, the $E$ term is approximately linear in $V_{bg}$, where the low-frequency photocurrent changes from $25 \text{ pA}$ at $0^\circ$ to $10 \text{ pA}$ at $180^\circ$, and at zero gate voltage, as a function of the angle of photon polarization, $\varphi$, for monolayer graphene (a) and bilayer graphene (c), for azimuthal alignment with the plane of incidence parallel to the $Oxz$ planes. All data are represented by black circles and the red solid curves are the fits to equation (3) with an additional $\cos \varphi$ dependent $E$ term, to extract the additional contribution ($E$) in addition to the phenomenological photocurrent constants, such as $C_1$, $L_2$, $D$. There is almost no difference between the fitting in (a) and the fitting in figure 2(b), which is reflected as a weak dependence of the $E$ term versus back-gate voltage for monolayer graphene in (b). However, the fitting in (c) is a much better fitting (adjacent R-square = 0.86) than the fitting in figure 2(d) (adjacent R-square = 0.64). (d) A large variation of back-gate voltage dependence of the $E$ term around the charge neutrality point ($V_{bg}$) in bilayer graphene is presented.

Another issue to be addressed is the deviation of data points from the fitting based on the phenomenological formula in figure 2(d) 2LG. The reason behind this could be due to imperfection in the optical setup, because, for $\varphi = 0^\circ$ and $\varphi = 180^\circ$, light must be linearly polarized with identical orientation of the electric field vector and thus the PC must have the same sign and amplitude, as is observed in 1LG. However, surprisingly, in 2LG, this is not the case. To see if we could get a better fitting of the experimental data, we include a new term, varying with $\cos \varphi$, into the phenomenological formula (equation (3)). Then, at $V_{bg} = 0$, we plot the transverse PC (i.e. perpendicular to the incidence plane) of both 1LG and 2LG in figures 5(a), (b) with the inclusion of $E \cos \varphi$ into equation (3), where $E$ has pA units. Here, we need to emphasize that we are not defining a new phenomenological formula but just a new fitting function. Although there is almost no difference between the fittings in figures 2(b) and 5(a), for 1LG, the fitting of 2LG data with $E \cos \varphi$ in figure 5(c) is clearly much better than the fitting in figure 2(d), and the adjacent R-square is 0.86 with the new fitting. More interestingly, although the back-gate voltage dependence of the $E$ term in 1LG (figure 5(b)) is negligible, the $E$ term varies non-monotonically with the back-gate voltage for the 2LG sample (figure 5(d)). Inspection of figure 5(d) shows that in the vicinity of the CNP ($10 \text{ V} < V_{bg} < 50 \text{ V}$) the $E$ term is approximately linear in $V_{bg}$, and hence in carrier density, and is most pronounced at 10 V and 50 V. The $E$ term is then progressively suppressed upon entering in the deep hole-doped regime, becoming zero at around $-50 \text{ V}$. With the exception of the $E$ term, the polarization dependence of the terms proportional to the PC contributions $L_2$, $C_1$, $D$ follows directly from the DC response to an electromagnetic field in second order [11]. Although there is no existing phenomenology behind this, the fact that the inclusion of the $E$ term clearly shows better fitting for 2LG while it does not make a clear difference for 1LG suggests that the deviation of the data points from the phenomenological fitting (equation (3)) is not simply due to imperfection in the optical setup.

In [26], the low-frequency (THz) PC response of monolayer graphene was studied, and its behaviour as a function of frequency, polarization and incidence angle has been attributed to the interplay between the so-called AC Hall effects.
effect, a type of photon drag effect whereby momentum transfer occurs between the radiation field and the electrons and dominates at low frequency, and photogalvanic contributions that are possible if the substrate interaction is enough to break the inversion symmetry, and was seen to dominate at higher frequencies [26]. In contrast with the results reported in this study, where the PC is seen to be dominated by the contribution proportional to the light helicity (∼−sin 2ϕZ), our PC fits show that the current is dominated by the polarization-independent contribution in both geometries, followed by the linear term, and then CPGE in order of magnitude. From this perspective, qualitatively the PC response seen here in 1LG and 2LG shares similarity with that found in the three-dimensional topological insulator Bi2Se3 at high frequency [36] (in which the CPGE has a different physical origin, i.e. surface states), than the PC response of 1LG at low frequencies.

4. Conclusions

We studied the generation of a DC electrical current in monolayer graphene and bilayer graphene under illumination by a monochromatic laser field, with particular emphasis on its sensitivity upon the polarization state of the incoming light and the density and type of carriers in the system. The dependence on the polarization allowed us to identify different contributions to the PC: one due to LPDE, light momentum transfer to the sample, while the other one is due to CPGE. The PC contributions in transverse (longitudinal) geometry are those due to CPGE (LPDE). Based on the data and fittings to the phenomenological PC formula, the PC contributions due to the CPGE term, the LPDE term and the last term containing PGE, PDE, and polarization-independent parts are determined as a function of carrier densities for both mono- and bilayer graphene. The photocurrent due to LPDE is a symmetric PC contribution with regards to carrier type and with respect to the CNP for both mono- and bilayer graphene (as fitted by the Fermi–Dirac function), while the other two are from the CPGE and the combination of PGE, PDE, and polarization-independent contributions which seem to be still symmetric for monolayer graphene, unlike the case of bilayer graphene in which there is asymmetry due to the inherent particle-hole asymmetry. On the other hand, the angle of the photon polarization dependence of the PC and its fitting to the phenomenological PC formula has an adjacent R-square of 0.93 for monolayer graphene at zero gate voltage—this value is 0.64 for bilayer graphene. However, with the inclusion of a new term, varying with cos ϕ, this value can be improved to 0.86 for bilayer graphene. Although there is no clear phenomenology and physical origin of this cos ϕ dependence in bilayer graphene, it is absent in monolayer graphene. Furthermore, a large variation of the carrier density dependence of this new term around the CNP in bilayer graphene is also observed. Thus, this warrants further experimental and theoretical investigation to identify its prevalence across other electronic systems, and the underlying conditions and microscopic mechanism.
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